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Questions.
If Theseus takes his ship in for repair each time he docks,
 then sails with one or more new parts, is he still sailing the
 Ship of Theseus ?

However, if it is preserved, like the Victory, after his death, with every 
conceivable part being replaced over time, and possibly more than 
once and by different people, is it still The Ship of Theseus?



One possible solution is to hold to what is known as 
The Mereological Theory of Identity

Hereinafter called MTI



Where does this leave us?
In only one of  our stated scenarios  does
The Ship of Theseus have all parts identical 
 with the original.
MTI too severe.
How about Spatio/Temporal Continuity. 
Hereinafter known as STI



To summarize:
Theseus sets sail on his ship, Ship A
He arrives on his ship, which we can now call 
ship B 
because it has had all its parts replaced. 
According to STC this is The Ship of Theseus. 
Then along comes Ship C, the reconstituted 
one.
MTI allows this to be the original.
But neither allows for diassembly and 
reassembly of an object. 



What do we mean by
 Identity?



What is Identity?

One’s physical body ?
• So what about people who 

have replacement legs?
• Arms?
• Hearts?
• Damaged but unreplaced 

bodies?
• Unusable bodies? (Stephen Hawking) 
• What about the scifi 

favourite – just a brain-?

One’s mind ?
• What is the mind?
• Is it separate from the 

brain?
• Is it separable from the 

body?
• Is there something which 

common sense tells us is 
there, even if it is difficult to 
describe exactly?



Would that mean my 
identity  is also an illusion?
What about yours?

                 ?
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